7 DAYS SAMPLE ITINERARY STARTING FROM KOS ISLAND
7 DAYS CHARTER SAMPLE ITINERARY

KOS ➔ PSERIMOS: 9nm
PSERIMOS ➔ KALYMNOS: 8nm

KALYMNOS ➔ LEROS: 10nm
LEROS ➔ PATMOS: 23nm

PATMOS ➔ LIPSOS: 10nm
LIPSOS ➔ KOS: 32nm
Endless beaches with turquoise waters, lush vegetation and abundantly flowing streams, ancient and medieval monuments, grand edifices of Italian architecture all come to spell one word: Kos, the third largest island of the Dodecanese Group, only 4 miles away from the coast of Turkey. Kos is the island that gave the world Hippocrates, the father of medicine.
DODECANESE ISLANDS / KOS

DEFINITELY VISIT
Asklipieion • Medieval Castle (Kastro Nerantzias) • Archeological Museum • Ancient Kos Town • Hippocrates’ plane tree •
Pserimos has a 15 sq. km area and a population of approximately 150. This island offers the opportunity for a truly quiet vacation. Excavations have revealed ruins of an ancient settlement, certain archeologists consider it to have been the ancient dimos [town] of Perraiotan. Platy islet lies to the west a segment of it is a rocky isle known as Nekrothiki. All of Pserimos’ beaches are good for swimming while the beach in Vathys cove is the best by far.
Climbing up giant vertical rocks; diving in a sea bottom where centuries-old ship wrecks lie; enchanting caves; wonderful beaches and picturesque island settlements. This is Kalymnos: a destination offering more than you can imagine! Welcome to Kalymnos, the fourth largest island of the Dodecanese Group is widely known as an international sponge-harvesting trade center.
DODECANESE ISLANDS / KALYMNOS

DEFINITELY VISIT
Panagia Charitomeni church • Byzantine Megalo Kastro
Profitis Ilias church • Christ of Jerusalem church
Ruins of the ancient town in “Damos” • Hellenistic fort
Ancient citadel at Stimenia • Daskaleio Cave
Monastery of Panagia i Kyra Psili
According to mythology, this is the island of Artemis (Diana), the goddess of forests and hunting. It is ideal for peaceful vacation, while you will be amazed by its impressive architecture, clean coasts and the imposing castle of Panagia, on Apituki hill. The picture is completed with the hidden bays, hills, pine-trees forests, olive groves, and the low plain areas full of water springs.
DODECANESE ISLANDS / LEROS

DEFINITELY VISIT
Folk Art - History Museum • Agios Saranta & Agios Sofronios Monasteries
Agia Kioura, Agios Isidoros & Panagia Kavouradaina Churches
DODECANESE ISLANDS

PATMOS ISLAND

Worldwide known as a sacred island for it is the place where Saint John wrote the Book of Revelation, Patmos is an ideal destination for nature lovers thanks to its lace-like coastline, sheer cliffs and volcanic soil.
DODECANESE ISLANDS / PATMOS

DEFINITELY VISIT:
- Holy Monastery of the Apocalypse
- Islets of Arkoi
- Psili Ammos, Vaya & Lampi beaches
In the southeastern Aegean, north of Leros and east of Patmos, a small dot of land with 24 islets around it awaits you—forming a fabulous necklace—to offer you the vacations of your dreams. They are Lipsi, the island of the mythical Calypso. Ideal destination for visitors who want to escape and enjoy the peace and tranquility that nature generously offers, along with hospitable locals.
DEFINITELY VISIT:
Church of Holy Mary of Charos • Beaches of Katsadia & Chochlakoura • The 24 small islands listed on the Natura 2000 • Windmill of Aravis
WELCOME TO GREECE

Wishing you a wonderful cruise!

DISCLAIMER

All itineraries are suggested and subject to approval by Captain who will be evaluating prevailing weather and sea conditions at the time of charter. Private charter vessels are not cruise ships and can alter point of call at any time during their charter for passengers' safety and comfort. The itinerary that will be followed will be discussed by Charterer and Captain upon embarkation, every effort will be made to meet Charterer's preferences but the actual itinerary that will be followed is subject to weather conditions and to the discretion of the Captain who will be considering passengers' safety first. Whilst every effort will be made to secure berthing in the chosen ports during the charter, neither the Owner nor the Stakeholder nor the Broker nor Captain can be held responsible for the final allocation of any berth. This is not a contractual document but only a sample itinerary suggestion which is not legally binding. All information is given in good faith and is believed correct but cannot be guaranteed. The Author does not warrant or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. All information is subject to change without notice and is without warranty.